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ABSTRACT: Web image search engine is a tool using that large number of images are search. With present search 
engine for given query keyword multiple images are retrieved based on textual information and after selecting query 
image remaining images are re-ranked based on visual similarities of query images. These visual similarities of images 
do not well correlate with query image semantic meaning. This is a main problem in visual semantic web based search 
engine. In this paper we propose novel image re-ranking framework using that image visual and semantic meaning are 
automatically learned and then visual features of images are projected into their semantic meaning to get visual 
semantic signatures. Using online step search images are re-ranked by comparing their visual semantic signatures 
which obtained from query image semantic meaning. Our propose framework significantly improve accuracy and 
efficiency of image re-ranking. Visual semantic signatures can be comparatively shorter than original visual feature of 
image on average. 
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I.  INTRODUCTION 
 

In the previous couple of years, everywhere throughout the world the web has been spread generally and as a result of 
there has gotten to be gigantic its picture database on the web. Looking the right picture from such an enormous 
database is an exceptionally troublesome assignment. Principally there are two methodologies utilized by web to do 
scale web search tools. First method we have do text based image searching. Normally many Internet based scale image 
search engine follow this approach. They use only search query keywords as a queries. Different users provide search 
query keywords to finding a multiple type of images. Basically the text based image search methodology is considering 
very complex and ambiguous. Because in this we consider many keywords are provided by the users that tend to be 
small and they do not describe the original visual semantic content of target images this things only use search query 
keywords. consider sample, in the event that we entered "Macintosh" to an internet searcher as an inquiry catchphrase 
then , the indexed lists might fit in with diverse classifications, for example, "yellow Mac," "orange Macintosh," 
"Macintosh versatile logo," "Mac portable PC" and "apple iPhone" in view of the equivocalness and many-sided quality 
of "apple". To beat this issue of equivocalness of catchphrases, just content based picture seek alone is not helpful. 
Only text-based image search are not alone is not useful. We have to provide some additional information that we have 
to be used to catch users search intention. We used the second approach, i.e. content based image search that use 
relevance feedback. In our paper we utilized image re-ranking methodology. Instead of manually defining universal 
concept dictionary it learns different visual semantic spaces for different query keywords individually and 
automatically. 
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II. RELATED WORK 
 

Web image re-ranking framework considering several groups of research work Content based image retrieval with relevance 
feedback widely used for getting visual similarities of images CBIR i.e. content based image retrieval in this picture recovery that 
determined early nature of the query image. Basically it pulled in more and give more consideration in the new framed field as 
contrast with past field. An alternate arrangements inside of a brief timeframe and it stays as a dynamic in diverse examination 
system theme. The explanations behind this is more ambiguities and have more multifaceted nature that emerge when numerous 
translating pictures than words, that makes client collaboration need and expansion with this, judging a various report that ordinarily 
takes additional time while a picture setting aside less time to uncovers its substance that in a flash to a human spectator, That makes 
the input procedure of significance criticism more sensible and speedier for the distinctive end client. In this a direct method for 
getting client prerequisites to accomplish an enhanced and superior in next round of pertinence criticism. On the off chance that the 
any client so craves and pertinent for same sort of picture. Cui.et.al [4] Propose image re-ranking framework for limited users effort 
to one click feedback, which allow users to provide query image  and images are re-ranked based on the feedback provided by users 
in this user require to provide feedback by just one click. Proposed framework for bridging the gap by query semantic example in 
this we have indicated as semantic recovery i.e. (SR). Recovery architectures that were verging on utilized as a part for goodness' 
sake are do solely in view of the QBVE. Under this philosophy every last picture we deteriorated or rebuild into an alternate number 
of low-level visual components (e.g., a shading histogram) and after that we framed picture recovery that we defined as the quest for 
best database that match to the element vector which separated from an inquiry picture that gave by client look aim. First we quickly 
surveys the past recovery work that identified with QBSE.in more noteworthy points of interest, then we shaped the base number of 
likelihood of blunder in MPE. Plan of recovery that has been effectively given to the both QBVE and SR and after that it is received 
in this work [5] Classified image as real time Google and live image search re-ranking in this they utilize versatile visual 
comparability to re-rank the content based query items. A question picture is initially arranged into one of a few predefined goal 
classifications, and a particular similitude measure is utilized inside every classification to consolidate picture highlights for re-
positioning in light of the inquiry picture. Internet searcher returns a huge number of pictures positioned by the content catchphrases 
extricated from the encompassing content. Google Image Search [1] and Microsoft Live Image Search [2], utilize no visual data. 
 

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM 
 

In our paper we proposed novel unique structure for web image re-ranking. The visual semantic meaning that related to the multiple 
images that we have to be re-ranked can be significantly down by the query keyword provided by the user. For example if user 
provide query keyword as “fruit”, the semantic concepts like “Flowers” and “Birds” are ignored. Instead of that semantic concepts 
like “Apple” and “Orange” are consider to learn different visual semantic similarities of images. Visual and textual features of query 
images are then projected into their semantic meaning to get visual semantic signatures.  

 
 

Figure 1. Flow of Proposed System 
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Query image semantic meaning can be described by using reference class. So, considering semantic signatures for 
images are very short and online image re-ranking becomes fast and extremely efficient. Visual semantic meaning for 
images require to study automatically. So, instead of manually defining, keyword expansions used to learn images 
semantic meaning in our framework. For re-ranking query image gathering visual semantic meaning for images and 
cluster all the images and finally re-rank query images. 
 

IV. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE  
 

For Image re-ranking we utilize novel image re-ranking model as a search engine. When any user search query on 
search engine that time query considered as query keyword and at offline stage reference classes for query keyword are 
automatically discovered. Set of keyword expansions define reference class for query keyword. 
 

 
Figure 2: Overall architecture for system 

 
In this above Fig, when the any user enters the search query keyword then the web based search engine 

searches the different image based on the visual semantic signature assigned to that image while uploading. Then it 
extract the images from database using visual semantic signatures and re-ranks the image based on the visual 
similarities of the images. The extracted images are then displayed into the semantic space allocated for this. And then 
the images are viewed by the user. When the user clicks on the particular image displayed in the semantic space then 
image will be displayed for download. In this augmented image is displayed for each category in the same page where 
the image is available for download. In order to download the image the user have to login and then have to download. 
Many methods used in this. For admin he used different option like authentication, upload files, signature file, and 
visual correlate and for user options are authentication, Search engine, view files, and information retrieval and for 
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visual correlate we have if the admin uploads the same image more than once then it can remove the duplicate images 
and keep the original image alone. Duplicate images is eliminated by cross checking with the image size and file name. 
A. Keyword Expansion 
In our methodology we have include two parts i.e. online parts and offline parts. For online part considering reference 
classes for different images that representing different concepts for different images that are related to search query 
keywords these keywords are automatically obtained and discovered. Then for search query keyword, a large set of 
most relevant and useful keyword expansions that are directly and automatically selected by system to utilize both 
textual as well as visual information. At online stage where a set of images are extracted and retrieved as per query 
keyword. After selecting a query image by user then the visual semantic signatures used to correlate and match 
similarities of image with predefined visual semantic signatures. 
 
B. Visual Semantic Signatures 
Keyword expansion we used to get reference class for query image. Visual and semantic concept of image we extended 
to query image semantic meaning to form visual semantic signatures for image. multiple query keyword like image file, 
image link, and click on some image, to search for different result images over the web and then the web based image 
search engine will give return back  multiple images that very much similar to the search query keyword provided by 
the user.   

For considering the given M reference classes of search query keyword q and their related training images are 
automatically retrieved, a multi-class classifier based on the visual semantic features of images is trained and we 
formed its outputs as considering an M-dimensional vector p, indicating the different probabilities of a new image and I 
is belonging to different images reference classes. Then we used M-dimensional vector “p” as visual semantic signature 
of new image I that we newly formed. 

 
C. K-Means Clustering 
Visual semantic signatures used to get semantic meaning of query image. Semantic signatures of image is shorter as 
compared to image visual features. In our framework we have to re-rank our query image using semantic signature 
images are re-ranked and then clustering is applied on images semantic signatures. K-means algorithm, a centroid 
vector is computed for every cluster. This centroid vector chosen for minimizing the sum of within-cluster distances. 
When we used Euclidean distance it can easily be shown that the centroid vector be the average of the vectors in an all 
cluster. The cluster distance is used for region-based image semantic signatures represented as sets of weighted clusters 
vectors. When we assign weights to the vectors are probabilities, this representation is essentially consider as a discrete 
distribution. The centroid for every cluster is also consider as discrete distribution, for which both the probabilities and 
vectors in the support domain need to be solved. This produces a separation of the objects into multiple groups from 
which the metric to be minimized that can be calculated. 
Steps for K-means algorithm for clustering. 
 
Input: Reference Class Classification and image semantic signatures. 
Output: Images re-ranking. 
 
Step 1: Select initial centroid randomly. 
 
Step 2: Assign each object to cluster with nearest centroid. 
 
Step 3: Compute each centroid as the mean of objects assigned    to it. 
 
Step 4: Step 2 and step 3 are repeated until centroid are no longer move. 
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V. HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE REQUIRMENT 
 

A. HARDWARE REQUIRMENT 
Processor: Intel (R) Pentium (R) CPU B950 @ 2.4 GHz 
RAM: 1 GB 
HDD: 100 GB 
System Type: 64 Bit 
 
B. SOFTWARE REQUIRMENT 
Operating System: Windows XP or Windows 7. 
Platform: JAVA JDK 1.8. 
GUI Tools: NetBeans IDE 8.0.2 
 

VI. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 

Web image re-ranking framework is used for searching and selecting multiple images related to search query image. 
Training images of reference classes can collect together at different time for testing performance of re-ranking. For 
given query keyword normally 100-150 images are retrieved from web image search engine. Search query keywords 
cover various topics that include animal, plant, food, place, people, event, object, etc. In our framework we also search 
the images for reference classes that collected at same time. For keyword expansion multiple images are online 
discovered by considering images visual and textual features, Set of keyword expansions we consider as reference class 
for search query keywords. Outliers in images are automatically removed and retrieved top ranked images are consider 
as training images for reference class     
 For re-ranking methodology we manually labeled all testing images as well as images for reference classes 
taken are also manually labeled. For manual labeling each query keyword with its training images are consider 
according to their visual semantic meaning. Images categories carefully defined by different labelers by inspecting all 
the training images under the query images. Images that are irrelevant to the query keyword are labeled as a outliers. In 
some cases reference class for images have same semantic meaning and their training have similar visual features. 
Finally we applied clustering on labeled image and getting re-rank images that we consider as final output for our 
framework.  
 

VII. CONCLUSION 
 

A unique image re-ranking framework is proposed foe web image re-ranking methodology. This framework provide us 
web search engine that  provide us good results for utilizing web base image re-ranking than the existing system present 
today and it also provide both the accuracy and efficiency of the visual semantic web image re-ranking. In our model 
we used specific query visual semantic spaces to get more improvised and updated re-ranking of image. Visual features 
of images are then extended to semantic spaces which automatically learned by keyword expansion methodology. By 
using the visual co-occurrence of images we learned automatically keyword expansions at the off-line stage. The 
extracted visual semantic signature considering 75 times smaller than comparing the original features of image on an 
average. In our system we also achieve 25-40% improvement on re-ranking methodology over a different web search 
methods. 
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